Aplysia, with which it is relatively easy to record the activity of identified neurons and their synaptic connections simultaneously with behavioral learning (Antonov et al., 1999) ( Figure 1A ). The neural circuit mediating the withdrawal reflex in the simplified preparation has been ing, synapses from the LE sensory neurons to LFS motor pathways in individual neurons, we have provided the neurons undergo plasticity that is both activity depenmost direct evidence to date that each of these mechadent and associative; that is, the excitatory postsynaptic nisms contributes to behavioral learning. In addition, potential (EPSP) is selectively enhanced at synapses our results suggest that the two mechanisms are not from sensory neurons that fire action potentials during independent but rather interact through retrograde the conditioned stimulus (on-field versus off-field) just signaling. 
. To test whether that is also true in individual neurons, we find that each of these mechavivo, we examined the effects of the NMDA antagonist nisms is required for synaptic plasticity and behavioral APV (200 uM) and the non-NMDA antagonists 6-cyanoconditioning, providing what we believe is the strongest 7-nitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione (CNQX, 50 uM) and 6,7-evidence to date that either mechanism contributes to dinitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione (DNQX, 50 uM) on the peak learning. In addition, our results suggest that the two and late (50-75 ms after the peak) parts of the LE-LFS mechanisms are not independent but rather interact PSP under the same conditions as our behavioral experithrough retrograde signaling, providing new evidence ments ( Figures 2B-2D Figure 1 . the NMDA receptor antagonist DL-2-amino-5-phosphoTo examine the role and mechanisms of plasticity at novaleric acid (APV, 100 M), which blocks long-term the sensory neuron-motor neuron synapses more dipotentiation (Lin and Glanzman, 1994a). In each case, rectly, we performed experiments similar to those shown we compared changes in the withdrawal reflex in two in Figure 1 in which we either injected LE sensory neugroups that received either paired or unpaired training rons with a peptide inhibitor of PKA (PKAi) that blocks with a siphon tap CS and tail shock US ( Figure 1B) . In activity-dependent presynaptic facilitation (Bao et al., the control group, paired training produced a significant 1998) or we injected LFS motor neurons with the Ca 2ϩ increase in the response to the CS compared to either chelater 1,2-bis(2-aminophenoxy)ethane-N,N,NЈ,NЈ-tetthe pretest or unpaired training ( Figures 1C and 1D) (Antonov et al., 1999) , with the neurons group to approximately the level of the unpaired group in each class acting in parallel, blocking plasticity in a on each test, and APV had a similar effect on the last single neuron would not be expected to block behavioral two of the four tests ( Figure 1D) . Surprisingly, APV also conditioning. Therefore, we injected either three to six increased the response of the unpaired group to approx-LE sensory neurons with PKAi or two to three LFS motor imately the level of the paired group on the first test.
neurons with BAPTA and examined behavioral condiBecause APV produced a similar increase during traintioning ( Figure 3) . All of the neurons that were injected ing with the US alone (data not shown), this result could in these experiments were first shown to contribute to be due to a transient enhancement of US effectiveness mediating the conditioned responses; that is, the LE that might be caused, for example, by blocking competsensory neurons were activated by the siphon tap CS ing inhibitory effects of the US (Mackey et al., 1987) .
( Figure 3A2 ), and stimulation of the LFS motor neurons However, by the final post-test, KT5720 and APV each produced measurable siphon withdrawal ( Figure 3B2 There was no significant change in the membrane resistance of the LFS motor neuron, suggesting that the changes in evoked firing of the LFS neuron during conditioning are probably due to changes in the synaptic input to those neurons, including input from the LE neu- , 1996) . Surprisingly, howreduction in K ϩ current, which results in an increase in ever, injecting the LFS neuron with BAPTA also signifimembrane resistance that could also contribute to the cantly reduced the effects of pairing on LE firing and observed increase in evoked firing of the LE neurons. membrane resistance. Because there are no known synWe were not able to measure action potential width aptic connections from the LFS motor neurons to other accurately in these experiments, but we were able to neurons, and postsynaptic BAPTA is not thought to leak measure the membrane resistance of the LE neurons to the presynaptic terminals (Bao et al., 1997), the simand found that it changed roughly in parallel with plest interpretation of these results is that during trainchanges in the monosynaptic PSP during conditioning, ing, a rise in Ca 2ϩ in the motor neuron stimulates producwith paired training producing significantly greater ention of a retrograde messenger that interacts with the hancement of membrane resistance than unpaired train-PKA pathway in the LE sensory neuron ( Figure 7B ). ing (F[1,46] ϭ 5.85; p Ͻ 0.05). Like the pairing-specific increase in the monosynaptic PSP, the pairing-specific Discussion increase in membrane resistance is restricted to LE neurons that fire during the siphon tap (Antonov et al., 2001) .
Activity-Dependent Presynaptic Facilitation Furthermore, the increase in membrane resistance of and Hebbian LTP Both Contribute the LE neurons correlated significantly overall with each to Behavioral Conditioning of the other measures including PSP amplitude (r ϭ Our results lead to two major conclusions. First, they 0.450; p Ͻ 0.001), suggesting that changes in the memshow that activity-dependent presynaptic facilitation brane properties of the LE neurons contribute to and Hebbian LTP both contribute to behavioral condichanges in the monosynaptic PSPs during conditioning. tioning. We have found: (1) that conditioning of the siAlthough an associative increase in LE membrane rephon-withdrawal reflex is blocked by bath application sistance is consistent with activity-dependent presynof either the PKA inhibitor KT5720 or the NMDA receptor aptic facilitation, it is also not incompatible with longantagonist APV; (2) that behavioral conditioning is also term potentiation. We therefore tested the possible conblocked by injection of either PKAi into 3-6 sensory tributions of these two mechanisms to the enhancement neurons or BAPTA into 2-3 motor neurons; (3) that assoof the monosynaptic PSP during conditioning by either ciative plasticity at sensory neuron-motor neuron syninjecting a specific peptide inhibitor of PKA into the LE apses contributes importantly to the conditioning; and sensory neuron ( ena, but rather, both are multifaceted, so that it is necesFirst, learning generally has several components at the behavioral level and several substrates at the neural sary to compare the corresponding facets of each (Hawkins, 1997) . By using the simplified Aplysia preparalevel, and those may not all undergo plasticity in parallel. For example, even for a behavior as simple as the Aplysia tion, we have been able to match the behavioral results with the corresponding neural results in two ways.
gill-and siphon-withdrawal reflex, the gill and siphon Figure 4) . Thus, it was not previously known whether sensory neuron firing that occurs during behavioral training would support either activity-dependent facilitation or long-term potentiation. We have now provided evidence that both mechanisms occur with physiological patterns of activity during behavioral learning. A simplified preparation for relating cellular events to behavior: mechanisms contributing to habituation, dishabituation, and sensiti
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